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HOT BACHELORS? PFFT. THIS YEAR, WE SOUGHT THE MEN WHO EARNED OUR "LOVE" BY MAKING OUR LIVES BETTER, MORE STYLISH AND MORE FUN. PLUS THEY LOOK PRETTY GOOD WHILE THEY'RE AT IT.
JOSH SCHWARTZ
32, creator and show-runner for Gossip Girl and Chuck

He’s the brains behind the show many of us are crazy about: Gossip Girl. From his work with The OC to his current hit show, Josh knows the magic formula to making teen dramas be seen, loved and talked about by sophisticated adults. He expertly blends melodrama, fashion and scheming high jinks into great entertainment, pop culture magnet and influential trendsetter.

NORMAN LI
42, associate professor of psychology at Singapore Management University, specialising in mating and attraction

Norman has made it his job to make us understand our men and ourselves better – the university professor has the first and only PhD on mating and attraction in Singapore. His study on the relationship between hormones and cheating was picked up overnight by 240 media outlets worldwide. Dr Li also provides relationship wisdom as a member of Her World’s Manalyst team.

“...If you truly understand that there is no perfect relationship, then you might come closer to having one.”

IAN FRAZER
46, inventor of the cervical cancer vaccine, Gardasil

Ian is literally saving our lives, creating vaccines that have been proven to fight cervical cancer. He has also developed effective treatments for those already diagnosed with the disease. And he isn’t done: he continues to develop more vaccines, and is working to make them accessible to all, especially to women in developing countries.